
teknion lockers



Designed for a workplace of renewed purpose and productivity, 

Teknion® Ledger® Plus Lockers offer practical solutions for essential 

functions – store personal items and work tools, create boundaries 

between work areas and define spaces to collaborate or relax. Suited 

to any spatial context, Lockers are available in a range of sizes and 

configurations that fit together to create virtually any application. 

Lockers can also be customized, both inside and out, adapting to 

present and future needs.

A clean, refined aesthetic suits contemporary office cultures. The 

selection of materials and finishes includes wood, laminate and 

metal with an array of paint colors from Teknion’s Foundation, Mica 

or Accent palettes. Handle styles from the District® and Interpret™ 

collections are standard, with the option to select handles from  

any Teknion product line.          

  

Where security is requisite, Lockers can be equipped with a variety of 

mechanical or digital locks which use a range of locking technologies. 

A digital numeric keypad lock is standard. Teknion will also work with 

customers to fulfill specific security needs, drawing from an extensive 

range of products supported by our suppliers. 

lockers
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locker style

start-up company

finishes

handle style

dual locker
one high
72” h

interpret

dual locker
two high (x2)
35” h

dual locker
one high
35” h

finishes 05

door front:
flintwood,
drift oak

door front: 
foundation paint, 
atrium white

case/handle: 
accent paint,
blue sage
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Store backpacks and laptops; work 

tools and kitchen equipment. Create  

a fluid, multi-functional space to work, 

gather and dine. Lockers combine with 

Teknion Modular Cabinets and the 

familiar forms of Routes™ furniture  

to create adaptable work/play zones  

that capture the look of a modern urban 

loft. A choice of materials and finishes 

allows for a unique expression of brand 

image and identity.  

start-up company



locker style

balanced workplace

finishes

handle style

dual locker
one high
66” h

dual locker
three high
66” h

dual locker 
two high (x2)
35” h

case:  
foundation paint,  
greystone

door front:  
foundation paint, 
atrium white

district

handle:  
accent paint, 
blush
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Ledger Plus Lockers serve to divide 

and define space, setting apart areas 

for focus and collaboration, as well 

as lounge areas that encourage 

connection and a sense of community. 

Color is creatively used to animate the 

environment, while a variety of locker 

configurations balance different needs  

for privacy and access to storage  

in the work area.  

balanced  
workplace



locker style

balanced workplace 

handle style

dual locker
one high (x2)
66” h

dual locker
three high (x2)
66” h

district

finishes

door front:  
foundation paint, 
greystone

case:  
foundation paint, 
atrium white

handle: 
accent paint, 
butternut



locker style

handle style

dual locker 
two high (x2)
48” h

district

balanced workplace 

finishes

door front:  
foundation paint, 
greystone

case:  
foundation paint, 
atrium white

handle: 
accent paint, 
butternut



An accent on function is softened by 

aesthetics that bring an approachable, 

residential tone to the office. Lockers are 

ideal for offices that balance focused 

and collaborative work with cultures 

that balance work and play. As storage, 

space division or a focal point, Lockers 

contribute to settings that inspire and 

support optimal performance. 

balanced  
workplace



active collaboration

finishes

handle style

door front: 
chroma paint, 
herbal

dual locker
one high
40” h

dual locker
two high (x2)
40” h

rectangular

locker style

case/handle:  
foundation paint, 
atrium white
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Ledger Plus Lockers identify distinct 

work areas yet maintain an openness 

that encourages fluid and lively dialog. 

Soft seating creates a welcoming space 

designed to spark conversation, while  

a break-out area invites small groups  

to gather for project-focused work.  

An adjacent presentation area offers  

a place for teams to come together  

to share ideas and solve problems.

active collaboration



high density

finishes

handle style

door front:  
accent paint, 
atmosphere

door front: 
chroma paint, 
herbal

triple locker
three high (x4)  
66” h

interpret

locker style

case/door front/
handle: mica paint, 
very white
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A mix of simple utility and a clean, 

architectural look, Lockers offer attractive 

storage for high-density workspaces 

across the landscape of larger corporate 

offices. Readily adapting to varied 

applications, Lockers can be embedded 

in a run of workstations, as well as 

employed to provide space division and 

accessible storage from the work area.     

high density



handles

Handle styles from the District and Interpret 

collections are standard, with the option to 

select handles from any Teknion product line 

to achieve a coordinated look.

features digital locks

Lockers accept a range of locking 

technologies, offering a digital numeric keypad 

lock as standard. Specific client security 

needs can be fulfilled from an extensive 

range of products supported by Teknion 

suppliers.

door fronts

Door fronts can be customized with 

features such as air vents to supply locker 

ventilation. Mails slots are customized 

for standard-size envelopes, while also 

enhancing air flow. Material selections 

include wood, laminate and metal with an 

array of paint colors which can be applied in 

varied combinations to the door and handles 

to achieve the exact personality desired.

interiors and accessories

Locker interiors can be customized with 

USB ports mounted under the shelf, or lined 

with felt where a softer, textile experience is 

desired. Accessories such as trays, hooks 

and paper flow dividers help maximize interior 

space and keep items organized.
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